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ABSTRACT
In recent years, researchers have proposed numerous advanced load
scheduling algorithms for smart homes with the goal of reducing
the grid’s peak power usage. In parallel, utilities have introduced
variable rate pricing plans to incentivize residential consumers to
shift more of their power usage to low-price, off-peak periods, also
with the goal of reducing the grid’s peak power usage. In this paper, we argue that variable rate pricing plans do not incentivize
consumers to adopt advanced load scheduling algorithms. While
beneficial to the grid, these algorithms do not significantly lower
a consumer’s electric bill. To address the problem, we propose
flat-power pricing, which directly incentivizes consumers to flatten their own demand profile, rather than shift as much of their
power usage as possible to low-cost, off-peak periods. Since most
loads have only limited scheduling freedom, load scheduling algorithms often cannot shift much, if any, power usage to low-cost,
off-peak periods, which are often many hours in the future. In contrast, flat-power pricing encourages consumers to shift power usage
even over short time intervals to flatten demand. We evaluate the
benefits of advanced load scheduling algorithms using flat-power
pricing, showing that consumers save up to 40% on their electric
bill, compared with 11% using an existing time-of-use rate plan.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

Rising electricity prices over the past 20 years combined with a
growing awareness of the environmental effects of burning fossil
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fuels, e.g., air pollution, climate disruption, water contamination,
is motivating both energy producers and consumers to better optimize their electricity generation and consumption, respectively.1
The simplest and most direct way to optimize the electric grid is for
consumers to simply use less energy. Unfortunately, despite continuing improvements in energy-efficiency, society’s energy demand
continues to grow at a rapid pace—estimated to increase 56% by
2040 [5]—driven by both population growth and improving economic conditions in developing countries. Since reducing overall
energy consumption presents many complex non-technical challenges, one promising alternative approach to grid optimization has
been to focus on reducing its peak power usage.
The magnitude of the grid’s peak usage has a disproportionate
impact on electricity generation’s capital and operational costs, as
well as its carbon emissions. For instance, a lower peak usage directly translates to less idle, unused generation capacity and a need
for fewer power plants. In addition, the marginal cost to generate
each additional watt of electricity increases non-linearly, since utilities usually dispatch the highest-cost “peaking" generators last. In
fact, the cost to generate each watt using an oil-based peaking generator can be as much as ten times the cost of using a coal-fired
baseload power plant [6]. Finally, since peaking generators tend
to be the least efficient, they also produce more carbon emissions
per watt. These trends have led utilities to introduce variable rate
electricity pricing plans that incentivize residential consumers to
shift their power usage to reduce the grid’s peak demand. These
pricing plans vary the price of electricity throughout the day, such
that electricity costs more when grid demand is high, i.e., peak periods, than when it is low, i.e., off-peak periods. Figure 1 shows an
example of how electricity prices vary over a day with real timeof-use (TOU) [14] and real-time pricing (RTP) [16] plans. With
RTP plans, rates change every hour of every day based on electricity’s real-time price in the wholesale market, while with TOU
plans, rates change only a few times each day and each day’s rate
profile remains constant over long periods, e.g., 3-6 months.
The goal of these new variable rate plans is to incentivize consumers to lower their electric bill by manually altering their behavior, i.e., when they perform certain energy-intensive tasks during the day. For example, if electricity prices are much lower in
the evening, consumers might choose to perform energy-intensive
tasks, such as doing their laundry or running their dishwasher, at
that time, rather than in the middle of the day. In parallel, the benefits of reducing the grid’s peak usage have motivated researchers
to develop a variety of advanced load scheduling algorithms for
buildings and homes that programmatically control when electrical
devices (or loads) operate to lower a building’s electricity bill, e.g.,
1
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Figure 1: Examples of how electricity rates vary under time-ofuse (TOU) and real-time pricing (RTP).

[2, 3, 7, 9, 11, 12, 17, 18]. Instead of requiring consumers to manually alter their behavior, which many consumers may choose not to
do regardless of electricity’s price, these scheduling algorithms exploit a limited degree of scheduling freedom available in a subset
of loads. This freedom includes the option to transparently shift,
slide, stretch, store, or sell power for some loads without consumer
involvement. For example, a scheduling algorithm may partially
i) shift a thermostatic or timer-driven load’s duty cycle, ii) slide a
batched load’s start time into the future, iii) stretch an elastic load’s
operation to reduce its peak usage, iv) store power in a battery to
alter a load’s profile, or v) sell power produced by renewables back
to the grid or other buildings, e.g., in a microgrid [22]. Of course,
each dimension of scheduling freedom has inherent limitations. For
example, a refrigerator may shift its duty cycle only so far before
its interior temperature becomes too high and food spoils.
As this prior research shows, widespread adoption of these algorithms would result in significant reductions in the grid’s peak
usage, which in-turn would result in a significant decrease in the
cost to generate electricity. Unfortunately, in this paper, we argue
that today’s variable rate pricing plans do not strongly incentivize
consumers to adopt load scheduling algorithms. In particular, we
show that optimizing each degree of scheduling freedom, both in
isolation or collectively, within reasonable limits does not significantly reduce, e.g., only 11% with TOU pricing, consumer electric
bills. We also describe some potential adverse and counterintuitive
effects, including grid oscillations and higher peak load, if consumers were to adopt advanced load scheduling algorithms in large
numbers under these pricing plans. Ultimately, these plans neither encourage nor support advanced load scheduling, especially at
scale. Rather, their goal is to reduce peak demand by incentivizing
a small fraction of consumers to manually alter their behavior.
To address the problem, we propose flat-power pricing to incentivize consumers to flatten their own demand. Flat-power pricing
directly incentivizes load scheduling by charging a higher price for
electricity that is above a consumer-specific target set a priori by
the utility. The approach incentivizes shifting power usage over
shorter intervals than variable rate pricing, which results in greater
savings from using advanced load scheduling algorithms. In addition, as we discuss, since flat-power pricing encourages consumers
(and load scheduling algorithms) to flatten their own demand, it
avoids the adverse grid effects caused by the widespread adoption
of load scheduling algorithms under today’s variable rate plans.
Our hypothesis is that flat-power pricing is better at incentivizing
advanced load scheduling algorithms—encouraging their adoption
at large scales—than today’s variable rate pricing plans. In evaluating our hypothesis, we make the following contributions.

Combined Load Scheduling. We develop a mixed integer linear
programming (MILP) formulation that combines all the degrees of
scheduling freedom mentioned above to minimize electricity costs
by scheduling multiple types of loads under variable rate pricing.
The MILP extends prior work that focuses on optimizing each degree of scheduling freedom in isolation. For a representative home,
we show that combined load scheduling is only able to lower the
electric bill by 11% and 20% under an existing time-of-use (TOU)
and real-time pricing (RTP) plans, respectively.
Flat-power Pricing Model. We introduce our flat-power pricing
model, and discuss its benefits relative to existing pricing models,
including both variable rate and peak-based pricing, with respect to
incentivizing advanced load scheduling algorithms and encouraging consumers to change their behavior.
Evaluation. We alter our combined MILP formulation above to
schedule loads to minimize electricity costs under our new flatpower pricing plan. For the same home as above, we show that
with flat-power pricing, advanced load scheduling algorithms in
a representative home are able to lower the electric bill by up to
40%—significantly more than the savings from existing plans.

2.

BACKGROUND

We first introduce the different dimensions of scheduling freedom available to some electric loads, as well as highlight prior research that focuses on optimizing each particular degree of freedom in isolation, either to reduce consumer costs or the grid’s peak
usage. In addition, we discuss the limitations of each metric in exploiting variable rate pricing plans to lower a consumer’s electric
bill. The primary degrees of freedom we identify are the ability
to transparently shift, slide, stretch, store, or sell power. Note that
some loads may exhibit multiple degrees of scheduling freedom.
Shifting power refers to scheduling on-off loads that operate over
one or more duty cycles, such that within each duty cycle the load
is on for some period of time and off for some period of time. The
length of the duty cycle and the amount of time a load is on within
each cycle may be either static, e.g., if driven by a timer, or dynamic, e.g., if driven by a thermostat. In either case, the load must
be on for a fixed amount of time during a cycle to satisfy its objective, such as keeping the temperature of an enclosed space within
a specified range or guardband. However, as long as the scheduler
ensures the load is on for this time each cycle, it is free to determine
when the load is on during the cycle without violating its objective.
This freedom is often referred to as slack [2, 18].
Prior work focuses on scheduling these shiftable on-off loads either to i) align as much load as possible with renewables [18], ii)
defer loads during times of grid constraint [7], or iii) flatten a building’s demand profile [2, 9]. However, prior work does not address
the lack of monetary incentive for consumers to shift loads. Since
the duty cycle length for common shiftable loads, such as an air
conditioner or refrigerator, are at most a couple of hours, and often much less, schedulers are only able to shift these loads within
narrow time periods without violating their objectives. As a result,
shiftable loads cannot exploit the TOU/RTP pricing models from
Figure 1, which require consumers to shift load to off-peak periods
that may be many hours from the peak periods.
Sliding power refers to deferring the start time of a batched load,
such as a dishwasher, washing machine, or dryer, that performs
a, usually non-preemptible, batch task for a fixed, well-known period of time [18]. These loads are first initialized by a user, and
then run for a pre-determined amount of time without user intervention before being emptied and reset by the user. In some cases,
these loads are pipelined. For example, clothes are usually washed
and then dried in sequence. In addition, some loads may also be

preemptible, in which case, once started, they also act as shiftable
loads that operate over a single duty cycle. As long as an user has
initialized a load, e.g., filled it with clothes or dishes, a scheduler
has the freedom to indefinitely delay its start time. Of course, delaying the start time also delays the end time, which may in-turn
cause delays in the pipeline. The primary constraint for transparently scheduling slide loads is the amount of inconvenience a user
is willing to tolerate. Since user’s directly control when to initialize and start slide loads, incentivizing them to change when they
operate these loads is an important goal of existing variable rate
pricing plans. Unfortunately, as above, users are often unwilling to
delay start times many hours into the future, e.g., from daytime to
nighttime, which severely limits scheduling freedom.
Stretching power refers to extending an elastic load’s running time,
while lowering its average power usage to keep its energy consumption constant for a particular task [17]. Typically, elastic loads
utilize resistive heating elements or variable drive motors, which
enable a scheduler to precisely adjust their temperature or speed,
respectively, to dictate a specified running time. Examples of elastic loads cited in prior work include washing machines, dryers,
dishwashers, ovens, stoves, refrigerators, freezers, air conditioners, electric water heaters, and electric space heaters. Of course,
schedulers cannot just arbitrarily stretch a load, since the average
power usage and duration of a task affects its operation. For example, running dryers at high heat for a short duration works well for
heavy fabrics, while low heat for a long duration is better for delicate fabrics. Thus, prior work [17] places a relatively low upper
limit (⇠10%) on stretching a load’s running time.
Storing large amounts of power during low price periods and then
using this stored power during high price periods is the most effective way to transparently schedule loads and lower a consumer’s
electricity bill under today’s variable rate pricing plans. Prior
work explores many different aspects of scheduling energy storage,
largely in the form of lead-acid batteries, to exploit this opportunity
for arbitrage [3, 4, 10, 11, 20, 21]. Unfortunately, energy storage,
especially at small scales, is expensive. As prior work shows, either
electricity prices must rise, or battery prices must fall, by an order
of magnitude before energy storage’s return-on-investment (ROI)
would near a break-even point [3, 11]. One reason for the high ROI
is that TOU/RTP pricing plans require consumers to install a large
amount of storage capacity to shift as much load as possible from
high-price daytime periods to low-price nighttime periods.
Selling power, e.g., via net metering, is an attractive option for
homes that generate their own power using on-site renewables, such
as solar power. However, in many cases, the price utilities pay consumers for power is less than the price they charge them for it.
In addition, current laws often place strict caps on the amount of
power a utility must buy back from a consumer. These dynamics alter the scheduling problem by incentivizing consumers to, not
only transfer load to low-price periods, but also to align as much
of it as possible with renewable generation [12, 18, 23]. Aligning
a home’s load with renewable generation also decreases grid transmission losses, since it increases the amount of power consumed
at the point of generation. The scheduling limitations above also
impact the freedom to align load with renewable generation.

3.

COMBINED LOAD SCHEDULING

The prior research described in §2 focuses on optimizing different dimensions of scheduling freedom in isolation. In this paper,
we want to examine the performance of jointly optimizing scheduling for all types of loads, e.g., shiftable, stretchable, slidable, etc.,
to quantify the maximum potential benefits from advanced load
scheduling. As in prior work, we formulate our combined schedul-
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Definition
Time in T discrete intervals 1 to T
Home power demand in interval i
Vector of tuples for slide load schedules
Vector of tuples for shiftable load schedules
Renewable generation (kWh) in interval i
Percentage of cost paid for net metering
Battery capacity in kWh
Battery efficiency, 1
Electricity cost in interval i
Demand satisfied by renewables
Demand satisfied by grid
Demand satisfied by battery
Renewable energy charged to battery
Grid power used to charge battery
Renewable energy net metered to grid
Power used from the grid

Table 1: Parameter definitions for linear program.
ing problem as a mixed integer linear program (MILP). In particular, we extend the MILP used in Parasol [8]: a solar-powered microdata center that schedules batch computing jobs with well-known
running times and deadlines. As with our MILP, Parasol’s objective is to minimize electricity costs under TOU/RTP rate plans and
maximize the use of solar power, albeit for a data center instead
of a residential home. While Parasol accounts for energy storage,
net metering, and slide loads (which are akin to batch computing
jobs), we extend our MILP to also schedule shiftable and stretchable loads. Of course, our work differs from Parasol, since a home
is substantially different than a data center in terms of its users,
workloads, loads, and scheduling freedom.

3.1

Joint Optimization

Our MILP uses the parameters listed in Table 1. We model both
~
Lshif t~[power] and Lslide [power]
as vectors of three-tuples that
specify each load’s start time, running time, and power usage. We
assume slide loads also have a completion deadline. We then divide
each day into T discreteP
intervals of length l from 1 to T with the
i
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Figure 2: Cost savings from optimizing each degree of scheduling freedom (shifting, sliding, stretching, storing, and selling) for
electric loads in isolation ((a)-(e)), and in combination (f) within reasonable limits.
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Briefly, the constraints ensure the following invariants: (1) the
battery’s charging rate is not more than its capacity divided by 4,
i.e., a C/4 charge rate; (2) the energy charged to the battery never
exceeds the energy discharged from it; (3) the energy stored in
the battery never exceeds its capacity; (4) net metering and battery charging do not occur simultaneously; (5) battery charging
and discharging do not occur simultaneously; (6) renewables can
charge the battery; (7) renewables can be net metered; (8) consuming grid power and net metering cannot occur simultaneously;
(9) every load is powered by only one energy source; and (10) the
amount of power shiftable loads consume per period is constant.
Constraints (4), (5), and (8) are non-linear mutual exclusion constraints. We convert these to linear constraints by introducing a
binary variable b 2 {0, 1} and replacing each non-linear mutual
exclusion constraint with five linear constraints that enforce the
same invariant. In this case, we replace any constraint of the form
8i 2 {T |x > 0}, y = 0 with x 1 ⇤ b  0, 1 ⇤ x + b  0,

y + 1 ⇤ b  1, x
0, and y
0. In addition, since neither slidable loads nor stretchable loads map well to linear constraints, we use brute-force methods to determine an optimal schedule. For each slide load each day, we simply run the MILP multiple
times for each possible start time of the slide load and then use
the minimum cost schedule. Of course, as the number of slide
loads increases, we must run the MILP for each possible combination of start times, which increases exponentially as the number
of slide loads increases. However, the approach is computationally
tractable in practice, since the number of slide loads is typically
small, e.g., usually three or less, and they do not run everyday.
Likewise, for each stretchable load each day, we run the MILP for
each possible stretched duration.

3.2

Scheduling’s Benefits

The purpose of our MILP is to quantify the cost savings from optimizing each dimension of scheduling freedom, both in isolation
and in combination over a 60-day period in a representative home
for both the TOU and RTP pricing plans depicted in Figure 1. In
this case, we use data from Home-A in the Smart* dataset [1].2
Since we use the same RTP prices from Figure 1 each day, our RTP
2

From July 1st, 2012 to August 30th, 2012.

plan has significantly more opportunity to lower costs by scheduling loads than a real RTP plan. Thus, our RTP plan represents
a rough upper-bound on the size of the price differential between
the lowest-cost and highest-cost periods: a real RTP plan would
achieve less savings. In our experiments, we run our MILP at the
beginning of each day with T = 24, assuming that we know the
home’s power demand pi , renewable generation gi , and electricity
cost each interval. In practice, the scheduler would require predictions for these parameters [11, 15]. Thus, our results also represent
an upper-bound on the cost savings due to scheduling.
Figure 2 shows the extent to which optimizing each degree of
scheduling freedom lowers Home-A’s electricity bill. In this case,
the primary shiftable load in the home is an air conditioner that on
average consumes 13kWh per day, such that it is on for 33% of
its duty cycle. The primary slidable and stretchable loads include
a dryer, washing machine, and dishwasher. For each graph (a)(e), the y-axis shows the percentage cost savings from scheduling
each type of load in isolation, and the x-axis represents the degree
of scheduling freedom for each load. In this case, the duty cycle
length for shiftable loads, the maximum delay for slidable loads,
the stretch factor (as a multiple of the original running time) for
stretchable loads, the battery capacity for energy storage, and the
amount of renewable energy available to sell through net metering.
For renewables, the x-axis represents a multiplicative factor applied
to a real solar trace sized such that it provides 50% of the home’s
energy. For example, the two on the x-axis represents a trace that
provides 100% of the home’s energy.
As expected, as the scheduling freedom increases, so do the savings. Unfortunately, practical values in each case are generally low,
with each offering less than a 10% reduction in costs even with the
extreme RTP pricing. For example, as the length of the duty cycle for shiftable loads increases, the scheduler has more freedom
to shift power usage long periods of time without violating the
constraint that energy usage within a duty cycle must be constant.
In practice, though, common shiftable loads, such as refrigerators,
freezers, heaters, and air conditioners, have duty cycles of only a
few hours or less, which results in savings of less than 10%. Significantly increasing the duty cycle for these loads is not possible
without redesigning them to incorporate some form of energy storage, e.g., such as thermal storage [19]. Similarly, while slide loads
significantly reduce costs if deferred multiple hours into the future
(to low cost nighttime periods), such long delays impose a significant burden on users. Likewise, stretching loads only provides significant savings for unrealistically large stretch factors, e.g., > 3x,
that are much greater than the 10% assumed in prior work [17].
While energy storage and renewable energy are capable of lowering electric bills, they both require a large capital investment that
generally negates any savings on an electric bill. For example, in
recent work, we estimate that each kWh of usable energy storage
costs $118 per year to install and maintain [11].
Finally, Figure 2(f) shows the combined benefits from jointly
optimizing the scheduling for each type of load for “reasonable"
values of the scheduling freedom, and then compares it to the sum
of benefits from optimizing each load in isolation. In this case,
we chose a two-hour duty cycle for the shiftable loads, four hours
for the delay time of slidable loads, and 2x for the stretch factor
of stretchable loads, with no battery capacity or renewable energy.
We believe these represent a reasonable upper limit on the scheduling constraints for a large class of today’s homes. Higher limits
would impose additional requirements on the loads or excessive
inconvenience to users. We do not include any battery capacity
or renewable energy due to their high upfront capital costs. The
penetration rate of these technologies in current homes is low. In

Figure 3: Flat-power pricing charges consumers $ per kWh
for power usage less than a consumer-specific target (in blue)
and $(1 + ↵) for usage above the target (in red).
addition, many homes are not well-suited for supporting on-site renewable energy sources. For example, solar panels work best on a
south-facing roof angled at 33 without any nearby tree cover.
Our results in Figure 2(f) shows that the benefit from jointly
scheduling based on the constraints above is actually less than the
sum of the benefits from scheduling each dimension independently,
since optimizing one degree of freedom often prevents optimizations from another. Overall, the results show that advanced load
scheduling offers at most 20% savings in the extreme RTP case
and 11% in the more common TOU case. Since many of our assumptions are conservative, the benefits are likely to be much less
in practice. Note that, if we add in 10kWh of energy storage capacity and 1x of solar generation, the savings do improve to 40% and
25% in the TOU and RTP cases, respectively, without accounting
for capital costs. This illustrates that TOU/RTP pricing plans incentivize capital-intensive battery-based energy storage and renewable
energy sources over other forms of advanced load scheduling.

4.

FLAT-POWER PRICING

The previous section’s results demonstrate that existing
TOU/RTP pricing plans provide consumers little incentive to adopt
advanced load scheduling. To address the problem, we propose a
new type of electricity pricing for residential consumers, which we
call flat-power pricing. Note that, while electricity’s price is set by
supply and demand in the wholesale market, utilities have the freedom to offer consumers different prices. For instance, neither flatrate pricing, which charges the same price for kWh at all times, nor
TOU pricing conform to wholesale prices. Instead, these pricing
plans simplify consumer pricing relative to the wholesale market.
Our flat-power pricing model charges consumers $ per kWh for
power usage less than a consumer-specific target, and then charges
$(1+↵) for any usage above that target. Figure 3 depicts how flatpower pricing works, where the consumer-specific target is near
1kW, the energy usage in blue costs $ per kWh, and the energy
usage in red costs $(1 + ↵) . Unlike variable rate pricing, flatpower pricing directly incentivizes consumer’s to flatten their own
demand, where the ↵ parameter controls the magnitude of the incentive, rather than shift as much demand as possible to low-price
nighttime periods. Encouraging consumers to flatten their own demand using flat-power pricing has a number of advantages in promoting advanced load scheduling, as described below.
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Figure 4: Example of how power generation from a 10kW rooftop home solar installation can vary widely minute-to-minute.

4.1

Advantages

Scalability. First and foremost the approach increases the incentive for consumers to adopt advanced load scheduling. While prior
research has demonstrated the benefits of such scheduling to the
grid, i.e., to reduce its generation costs and carbon emissions, it
has not addressed how to incentivize consumers to adopt it. As
we show in §5, flat-power pricing (for suitable values of ↵) provides consumers a strong monetary incentive to schedule loads
even over the relatively short time intervals possible with shifting,
sliding, and stretching. In contrast, §3 shows that scheduling these
loads provides consumers little savings under existing TOU/RTP
plans. In addition, unlike RTP plans, flat-power pricing requires
only limited coordination with a utility, since we expect ↵ and the
consumer-specific target to rarely change. In contrast, consumers
that participate in RTP plans must react appropriately to constantly
changing prices and price forecasts, often daily via the web, e.g.,
http://www.powersmartpricing.org/chart.
Stability. One issue with existing TOU/RTP plans is that, if consumers were to adopt load scheduling algorithms at scale, all consumers would chase low prices in tandem, potentially resulting in
grid instability. In the extreme, if all consumers shift all of their
power usage to the lowest-price period, the result would be a rebound peak much greater than the original peak. In some sense,
TOU/RTP plans implicitly rely on the assumption that the price
elasticity of electricity demand is low: only a small fraction of consumers are likely willing to change their behavior to lower their
electricity bill. Oddly, this assumption actually relies on there being a weak incentive to schedule loads. However, the presence of
advanced load scheduling at scale would invalidate the assumption
by making demand highly elastic with price. Thus, even slight price
variations could have dramatic effects on the grid, e.g., akin to flash
crashes. Thus, flat-power pricing is more conducive to algorithmic
optimization, since consumers focus on flattening their own demand rather than reacting (potentially in tandem) to changing grid
conditions. If all consumers flatten their own demand, it achieves
the same stated goal as TOU/RTP plans: a flat grid demand.
Utilities already use peak-based pricing plans for some, typically
large, industrial consumers. Peak-based pricing, which charges
consumers based on their absolute peak usage over a billing period,
is similar to flat-power pricing in that it encourages consumers to
flatten their own demand. However, peak-based pricing is not as
conducive to algorithmic optimization, since it requires scheduling
algorithms to know with high accuracy when the peak will occur
each billing period. As part of prior work, we have found that
accurately predicting when a peak will occur is challenging [13],

hindering load scheduling algorithms that must optimize for the absolute peak. Consumers are typically charged based on their peak
usage over an entire month-long billing period, requiring accurate
predictions of power usage over a small time window, e.g., fifteen
minutes, as far as one month in advance. Further, consumers often cannot control their absolute peak, especially if it is caused by
a single appliance, such as an electric dryer. In these cases, peakbased pricing would have no effect on the incentive to schedule
load, since consumers would not be able to alter the peak.
Our flat-power pricing model does not suffer from these drawbacks. Instead, consumers and load scheduling algorithms need
only optimize for the short-term goal of maintaining power usage
below the target level ↵, rather than precisely plan their usage over
month-long billing periods. As a result, optimizing for flat-power
pricing does not require accurately predicting demand over long
time horizons, and does not penalize algorithms as much as peakbased pricing if short-term predictions of future demand turn out
to be inaccurate. For example, if an incorrect prediction causes a
load scheduling algorithm to generate a power peak that exceeds
the target level ↵ for a brief period, the consumer is only charged
for the period their power usage was over the peak, whereas with
peak-based pricing the power peak could dictate the consumer’s
peak demand surcharge for the entire month-long billing period.
While we do not evaluate it here, our flat-power pricing model
likely also applies to large industrial consumers. As described
above, flat-power pricing offer multiple advantages over surcharges
based on absolute peak demand, which may also incentivize a
broader range of industrial consumers, e.g., those that have little
to no control over their absolute peaks, to flatten their load profile.
Simplicity. In addition to being conducive to algorithmic optimization, flat-power pricing is also simple for consumers to understand. The primary objective of TOU/RTP plans is to incentivize
consumers to manually alter their behavior by varying electricity
prices. In practice, though, consumers may find it difficult to determine how to appropriately alter their behavior, given that prices
may rise and fall each hour or day based on electricity’s balance of
supply and demand. In contrast, flat-power pricing only requires
consumers to know and respond to their consumer-specific target.
In this case, a simple energy meter, such as a TED monitor, displayed in a prominent place would indicate whether or not consumers are above their target, and thus incurring higher prices.

4.2

Discussion

Flat-power pricing requires setting an appropriate , ↵, and
consumer-specific target. We expect to be set similarly to flat-rate
pricing plans, which charge the same rate for electricity at all times.
We evaluate consumer savings for different values of ↵ in §5. For
the consumer-specific target, one way to choose it is based on each
home’s historical average power usage, e.g., over the last 5 years.
Using each home’s average power seems reasonable, since an optimal load scheduling algorithm would result in the home consuming its average power at all times. However, using average power
to set the target does raise concerns about fairness and manipulation. For example, inefficient homes that have historically consumed more energy overall would pay lower prices for higher levels of use than efficient homes. In addition, homes might attempt to
manipulate their target by artificially increasing their consumption
to increase their target. Once their target increases, they could then
resume a normal level of consumption at a lower price. As a result, we advocate setting targets based on the average power usage
of homes with similar size and heating systems, e.g., electric versus gas, both of which are available in public records. To promote
energy-efficiency, many utilities already maintain such records to
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Figure 5: Cost savings from optimizing each degree of scheduling freedom (shifting, sliding, stretching, storing, selling and in combination) under flat-power pricing within reasonable limits.
provide consumers a ranking of their electricity usage compared to
their peers in their monthly bill.
One other potential point of concern is that flat-power pricing encourages over-optimizing load scheduling. Since the grid
aggregates electricity demand over large numbers of consumers,
scheduling loads over short time periods will not affect the aggregate load profile, since these loads are already highly multiplexed
across homes within the grid. While true today, the introduction
of a high percentage of intermittent solar and wind energy sources
is likely to alter this dynamic and increase the benefits of scheduling over shorter time intervals. For example, Figure 4 shows that
even on a relatively sunny day, the energy generated by this 10kW
home solar installation rises and falls dramatically based on passing clouds. In addition, future microgrids, which promise to increase grid reliability by leveraging local energy sources, will benefit much less from aggregation effects [22]. Finally, the potential benefits of incentivizing all consumers to adopt advanced load
scheduling, rather than none of them (which is effectively the case
today), likely outweighs the cost of over-optimization. However,
we plan to explore and quantify this cost-benefit tradeoff in-depth
as part of future work. As part of this exploration, we also plan
to consider the affect of load scheduling and our incentives on a
utility’s revenue. Since utilities are often profit-driven, any savings incurred by customers must be offset by a greater reduction
in the utility’s operating costs to incentivize the utility to change

their pricing plan. The economics of power generation imply that
a flatter demand profile will significantly reduce operational costs,
but do not evaluate the extent of the reduction in this paper (and
whether it exceeds the 40% savings by the consumer in §5).
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EVALUATION

Figure 5(a)-(e) shows the savings from scheduling each type of
load in isolation for increasing values of ↵. For these experiments,
we chose the consumer-specific target to be equal to the home’s
average power. In this case, for each load, we evaluate it using the
“reasonable" values from Figure 2(f): a two-hour duty cycle for the
shiftable loads, four hours for the delay time, and 2x for the stretch
factor. For storage and selling, we use a 10kWh battery capacity
and our solar energy harvesting trace scaled at 1x. Our results show
that, in each case, the cost savings for modest values of ↵, such as
3, are higher than for the TOU/RTP plans.
For example, Figure 5(a) shows that the savings from shifting
loads is 18% for ↵ = 3, while in Figure 2(a) it is 4-7%. Likewise, Figure 5(b) shows that the savings from sliding loads is 13%
for ↵ = 3, while in Figure 2(b) it is ⇠6%. Stretching and storing
power also show greater benefits. Flat-power pricing is particularly
attractive for storage, since it takes much less storage capacity to
flatten a home’s demand than to shift all of its demand to the lowprice period. We explore this aspect of scheduling storage in recent
work [13], although using a peak-based pricing plan based on a

10

home’s absolute peak. As we mention, one challenge with peakbased pricing is the difficulty in predicting when the absolute peak
will occur. For scheduling storage, flat-power pricing eliminates
this challenge, while preserving the incentive to flatten demand,
making it more conducive to algorithmic optimization. Interestingly, solar harvesting offers roughly the same benefit as with the
TOU/RTP plans (⇠50%) at 1x scale (from Figure 5(a)). The reason is that with TOU/RTP plans, solar panels produce energy near
the optimal time to minimize costs, i.e., during peak periods. In
addition, for increasing values of ↵, solar energy actually sees decreasing relative savings with flat-power pricing. Since we choose
the target to be equal to the home’s average power, the increasing
amount of solar energy lowers the consumer-specific target resulting in higher prices due to more electricity usage being above the
target. The dynamic demonstrates that the consumer-specific target
should be independent of a home’s renewable energy generation.
Finally, Figure 5(f) shows the savings from the same combined
load scheduling as in Figure 2(f) for increasing values of ↵. Without any energy storage or renewable energy, the savings are 30%
for an ↵ = 3 and up to 40% with higher ↵ values, compared to
the 11% and 20% savings in the TOU and RTP cases, respectively.
In addition, if we add in 10kWh of energy storage and 1x of solar
generation, the savings are 77% for ↵ = 3, compared with 40%
and 25% when adding energy storage and 1x of solar generation in
the TOU and RTP cases. The results show that flat-power pricing
offers consumers a greater incentive in all cases to schedule loads
than existing TOU/RTP plans, enabling utilities to control the incentive by raising or lowering the ↵ parameter.

6.

CONCLUSION

Researchers have proposed numerous advanced scheduling algorithms for electrical loads that, in combination, would reduce
the grid’s peak usage. However, as we show, there is little monetary incentive for consumers to adopt these scheduling algorithms.
While utilities are introducing new variable rate pricing plans to
incentivize consumers to shift their power usage to low-price, offpeak periods, most loads do not have enough scheduling freedom
to shift their usage many hours into the future. Thus, we propose
flat-power pricing to directly incentivize consumers to flatten their
own demand, rather than shift it to low-price periods. To evaluate
flat-power pricing, we formulate a MILP that optimally schedules
loads with different degrees of scheduling freedom—the ability to
shift, slide, stretch, store, and sell—to minimize costs under both
TOU/RTP pricing and flat-power pricing. In each case, we find that
flat-power pricing offers greater savings than a TOU/RTP plan for
each degree of scheduling freedom both in isolation and in combination. In addition, we argue that flat-power pricing, unlike variable rate pricing, is also scalable, stable, and simple. Overall, our
results suggest that flat-power pricing may be a better alternative
than variable rate pricing for incentivizing consumers to adopt advanced load scheduling to reduce the grid’s peak usage.

7.
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